GODWIN MODERN SCHOOL
Message from the Principal’s Desk
For all parents the education of their children is of the greatest importance and selecting the
right school is not an easy task. The benefit of a sound education is one of the greatest gifts you
can bestow on your child. It is something he or she cannot lose or have taken away from
him/her. Proper education will greatly influence your child to realize his/ her potential and
will enhance his chances of leading a successful life.
As one of Kurseong’s Redefined School, Godwin Modern School has been acknowledged as one
of the leading schools in the area. It has offered a quality education with instilling “Human
Values” to generation of young children for the past 23 years.
Godwin’s main aim has always been to provide each child with the education which will equip
them for their future in the society.











To achieve our aim we offer:
A relevant education for a changing India
A unique friendly and caring ethos
A demanding yet supportive learning environment.
A pupil-centered approach where every learner is provided with opportunities with
individual growth.
Excellent facilities backed by the latest educational technology
A well equipped, well trained, professional and dedicated teaching staff.
A cost effective Education.
Extensive and highly competitive extra-curricular programmes.
High School education with a scientific bias.

We have confidence in Godwin Modern School’s future. Although tradition is important at
Godwin we are not trapped by the past. We believe in preserving the best of the past, but have
at the same time shown willingness to Adapt to Change to be pro-active and relevant as we
prepare our pupils to play a meaningful role in the future of India. We do not see change as a
threat, but as a challenge to build anew.
This small introduction is surely intended to stimulate your interest in Godwin Modern School,
but words are inadequate in conveying the atmosphere of the school. You are hence invited to
visit Godwin and judge whether Godwin Modern School is the Right place for your child.

Aduitya Pradhan
Principal

